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K a h c t h a -  'before any of the prosecution witnesses are exairiined,
SWAMI

servai, the absolute riglit of recall ciinnot arise for the first 
— ’ purpose, but the qualified right for the second purpose

does exist. It may be noted that Chapter VIII seems to 
be somewhat defective as it does not expressly provide 
for an examination of witnesses called for the defence, 
and the only form of summons given in the appendix, 
schedule V, is with regard to giving security for keeping 
the peace.

The balance of authority is certainly against a right 
of reo£ill and cross-examination of the prosecution 
witnesses under section 256 (1). 'Che remarks relied on 
in 43 Mad., 511, are obiter. Although the reference to 
us does not mention section 267,1 agree that we should 
answer the question in the manner proposed by my 
learned brothers.

N.R.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before Mr. Justice Ramesam and Mr. JusticB Jackson. 

1929 LAKSHMI ACHI and anothek (P laihtiffs), A ppellants^
August, 2.

V.

NAXiAYANASAMI NAlKEEi a n d  o t h r r s

(Dependents), R e s p o n d e n t s . *

Mortgage, priority of— Purchaser undertaking to fa y  two 
mortgages— Failure of purchaser to pay— Purchaser from 
purchaser paying only one— 'Effect of— A. selling his share 
of joint family properties to his brother for discharging his 
debts— JSffect of sale on their joint status— Third party^s 
right to sue on contract.

If in consideration of a sale of certain lands the purohaaer 
agrees to pay certain specific mortgages thereon  ̂he cannot by

Appeal Fo. 89 of 1924,



paying only one of tliein claim priority in respect of that L a k s h m j

mortgage over others later in date ; for the expressed intention
was to pay and extinguish all of them ; Govindasami Tevan v. N’aeatana-
Dorasami Pillai, (1910) T.L.H.j 34 Mad.  ̂ 119^ followed. The
same will be the result if, instead of the purchaser payings an
alienee from him paid.

If of A  and S, members of a joint Hindu family,, A  sells 
his share in some of the family properties  ̂not to a stranger^ but 
to A  thereafter becomes divided from B  in respect of the 
said properties,, without any right of survivorship thereto. 
JBalaJcrislma Trimbak JendulJcar v. Savitribai, (1878) I.L.B., 3 
Bom.j followed.

If by a sale by A  of certain properties to JB, B  undertakes 
to pay A ’s debts thereon, not only out of those properiies^ but 
also personally, J.’s creditors not being parties to this contract, 
cannot compel B  to pay debts personally.
A ppeal against the decree of the Court of the Swbordi- 
nate Judge of Dindigul in O.S. No. 16 of 1922.

The first defendant in this suit executed on 5th 
March 1914 the mortgage in suit in favour of one 
Bubrahmanjam Ohettiyar, the deceased eon of the first 
plaintiff and the husband of the second plaintiff. At 
that time the first defendant (Narayanaswami Naiker) 
had a brother, by name, Natarajulu and both formed 
an undivided Hindu family owning immovable properties.
Each of the brothers had before the suit mortgage, 
incurred simple and mortgage debts, some jointly and 
others individually. One such joint debt was a mort
gage executed in 1909 (Exhibit V) while other mortgages,
Exhibits XVI, X Y I (a) and X IY , were executed by 
Narayanaswami alone. Soon after the suit mortgage,
N ar ay an as wami agreed in 1914 to sell his share in all 
the family properties to his brother Natarajulu, the con
sideration for the sale being the undertaking by 
Natarajulu to discharge all the debts binding upon 
Narayanaswami (16 in number), including debts under 
Exhibits V, XVI, XV I (a), X IV  and the suit mortgage
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Lakshmi (Exhibit A)« Natarajulu lirouglit a suit to enforce this
agreeroeiit to :3ell and obtaiBed in 1916 a sale-deed

AS A YA N A**
SAMI throiigli Court in accordance with a compromise decree,

comprising the vendor’s share in all the family proper
ties except two which were settled on Narayanaswami’s 
wife for her life, the consideration for the sale being the 
undertaking by Natarajnlu to discharge all the debts of 
Narayanaawami not only out of the properties sold to him 
but also out of his own properties. Natarajolu himself 
did not pay the debts but sold some of the properties 
mortgaged to the plaintiffs (suit items 1, 2 and 16) to 
the fourth defendant who undertook to discharge the 
mortgage debt under Exhibit V. Similarly he sold item
15 in this suit to one Guruvappa who undertook to 
discharge the mortgage debts under Exhibits XV"I and 
XV I (a). Guruvappa, in his turn, sold item 15 to 
defendants 5 and 6. After Natarajulu died unmarried 
about the year 1920, his mother, the 2nd defendant, 
claiming that he was divided from Narayanaswami and 
that she was Natarajulu’s heir got possession of his pro
perties and sold in 1921, suit items 8 and 14 to the 15th 
defendant to discharge a mortgage decree thereon 
obtained on Exhibit XIV . In the present suit for 
Rs. 13,000 brought by the plaintiffs to enforce their mort
gage, which was not paid by Natarajulu, defendants 4, 
5, 6 and 15 having discharged the mortgages under 
Exhibits V, X V I, X V I (a) and X IV  claimed priority 
over the suit mortgage. Plaintiff also claimed that all 
the properties o f. Natarajulu were liable to discharge 
the suit mortgage on account of his undertaking, which 
claim was resisted by the mother and other defend
ants on the ground that the plaintiffs were strangers 
to that undertaking. Though the Subordinate Judge 
found that Natarajulu died undivided and that 
therefore Narayanaswami was entitled to all the family
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properties b j survivorship, lie held that the sale by the Lakshmi 
second defendant (the mother) to the fifteenth defendant

. . .  • T, -K.T F a e a t a n a -was good as there was no objection to it by JMarajana- sami
swami. The Subordinate Judge allowed the claims to 
priority made b j defendants 4, 6, 6 and 15 and in other 
respects allowed fche suit, decreeing interest at the 
contract rate, only up to the date of decree and not up 
to the date fixed for payment. Plaintiffs preferred 
this appeal.

8. VaTadachcifiyar and C-A- Seshagiri Sastri for appellants.—
Thougli one of two members of a joint Hinclti family sells 
his share in most of the family properties to the other member, 
he does not tliereby become separate from the otlier; and the 
right of survivorship as between the two is not thereby lost;
Aiyyagmi VenJcatardmayya, v. Aiyyagari Ramaiiyob{l)j and Mahd- 
raja of Bohhili v. VenJcataramanjulu Naidu{2). Even if they 
became divided by that sale, the purchaser by undertaking to 
pay the vendor’s debts as consideration for the sale  ̂ becomes 
liable to pay the debts not only out of the properties sold to him 
but also out of his own properties; for he is in the position of a 
■universal donee. If the vendor had to pay certain mortgage 
debts which the purchaser undertook to pay out of the con- 
sideratioHj then the purchaser by paying those mortgageSj 
cannot claim priority by subrogation as against later mortgagees ; 
a fortiori if he pays only some of them, as in this case; JSfaraya- 
nasami Naidu y. Narayana Rau{B), Srinivasa, Gkari y. Gnana- 
frahasa, Mudaliaf{4i)j Govindasami Tevan v. Doraisami PiUobi{6)j 
and Muhammad Sadiĝ  v. Ghaus Muha,nimad{Q). If the purchaser 
is not entitled in such a case to any priority, an alienee from 
him who is directed by the purchaser to pay the mortgages will 
be in no better position, by paying only the earlier mortgages j 
JBisseswar Frosad- y. Lala Sarnam Singh(7). Interest at the 
contract rate should be awarded not on].y up to the date of 
decree but also up to the date fixed for payment.

L. A. Govindaraghava Ayyar and P. N~. Appuswami Ayyar 
for the mother (second defendant).— T̂he sale by one member

(1 ) (1902) I.L.R., 25 Mad., 690 afc 717. (2) (1914) I.L.E,., 39 Mad., 36B,
(3) (!893) I.L.E., 17 Mad.,,62. (4) <1906) I ,L X , 30 Mad., 67.
(5) (19X0) r.L.K., 34 Mad,, 119. (G) (1910) S3 All., 101,

(7) (1907) 6 O.L.J., 134.
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W a u a t a n a -
SAMI

to the other effects a division .in, status ; Sivag îancb Thevar v. 
V. Periasamiil), Nouraganti Achammagaru y. Venkatacliala'pati

Naycmivaru{2), SalaJcrishna Trimhcih Jendulkar v. Savitrihai{S) 
Kaikeh. Peddayya, v. Eama,lingam( l̂i). A  purchaser of the equity of

redemption is not personall}’’ liable to pay the balance due on a 
mortgage ; Nanhu Prasad Singh v. Kamta Prasad Singh{6) and 
Jumna JJass v. Bam A.utar Pande{Q). He explained ftnd distin
guished the oases quoted by the appellant.

K. Bajah A.yyar and V. Batnaswami Ayyar for fourth res
pondent (alienee from the purchaser),— A third party to an 
undertaking cannot take advantage of it. Payment of the 
earlier mortgage gives a right of subrogation and therefore a 
right to priority as against later mortgages ; Thorne v. Oann{l). 
It is a question of intention of the person paying a prior moxt- 
gage^ whether he means to keep alive that mortgage; the 
presumption being that he does ao intend as it is for his benefit  ̂
though .the payment is out of the consideration for the sale; 
JDinobundhu Shaw Ghowdhry v. Jagmaya Dasi{8); Mahomed 
Ibrahim Sossain Khan v. AmhiTca Pershad 8ingh(9), and 
Satnarain Jewari v. Ghowdhuri Sheobaran Singh(lO)- As there 
is no covenant running with the land, an assignee from the 
person covenanting, but not fulfilling his obligation in full is 
in a better position than the person who covenanted ; Thorne v. 
Gann(7). Tlie reason is that the covenant is only personal ; 
Ayyareddi y. GofalaJcrishnayya{ 11), Kasim Moideen Bowther y. 
Annamalai The<dan{l' )̂. Intention at the time of the covenant 
may be diiJerent from the one at the time of payment and. the 
latter was given effect) to in JSar Shyam Ghowdhuri v. Shyam Lai 
Sa7m{lQ).

JUBC^MENT.
Eamesam, J. R AMES AM, J.— The suit out of which this appeal arises

was filed on the basis of a mortgage bond, dated the 6th 
March 1914, executed by the Jirst defendant in favour 
of one Subrahmanyara Chettiyar, who was the son of the

(1) (1878) I.L.E., 1 Mad., 812 at 325.
(2) (1881) I.L.R., 4 Mad., 250, (3) (IS'yS) LL.lt, 3 Boiu,, 54,
(4) (1888) 11 406. (5) (1923) 54 (I'.O.).
(6) (1911) I.Lai, 84 AIL, 63 (P.O.). (7) [1895] A.O., 1 1 .

(8) (1901) I.b.R., 29 Calo., 154 (P.O.).
(9) (1911) I.L.E., 89 Ca\o., 527 (P.O.). (10) (1911) 14 O.L.J., 600.

(11) (1923) I.L.R., 47 Mad,, 190 (t.C.j.
(12) (1909) 3 I.e ., 98G. (13) (1915) 48 Calc., 69.
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first plaintiff and the husband of the second plaintiff. i< a k sh m iOCX
At the time of the mortgage, the first defendant had a 
brother l^atarajulu and they were undivided. The sami

AIKSBrplaintiffs claim that the first defendant Narayanaswami ^ : 
was the manager of the family and the mortgage deed 
was executed for purposes binding on the family. The 
defendants denied these allegations and contended that 
the debt is nob binding on Natarajalu’s share. This point 
was found by the Subordinate Judge against the plaintiffs, 
and the plaintiffs who are the appellants before us do not 
attack this finding so far as the state of things existing 
at the date of the mortgage is concerned. A few months 
after the execution of Exhibit A (the suit mortgage), a 
suit was filed by Natarajulu for specific performance of 
an agreement to sell Narayanaswami’s share of the family 
properties with certain other reliefs which it is unneces
sary to mention. Exhibit 0 (1 ), dated the 2nd Noyem- 
ber 1914, is the plaint, and Exhibit 0 is the compromise 
decree passed in that suit, dated the 23rd November 
3915. According to the said compromise decree, two 
of the items included in that suit were settled upon the 
first defendant’s wife for life and all the other proper
ties were to be sold to Natarajulu. In execution of 
this decree, a sale deed was obtained by Natarajulu 
through the Court. This is Exhibit 0 (2), dated the 
30th November 1916. The consideration for the sale 
deed was Rs. 35,000 and the consideration was to be 
paid by the vendee undertaking to discharge various 
debts of the vendor. Sixteen debts were enumerated in 
the sale deed. It is necessary to make particular 
mention of some of these items. The first item is 
Narayanaswami’s half share of the debt due on a mort
gage bond, dated the 11th August 1909, executed by 
both the brothers (Exhibit V). The fourth item is a 
sum of Rs. 366-4-0 due wholly by Narayanaswami on a
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lakshmi mortgage bond, dated tlie lOth Marcli 1913 ( Exhibit 
XVI). The fifth item is a yum of Rs. 821-4-0 cine 
wholly by Narayanaswami on a mortgage bond executed

n™ .  November 1913 (Exhibit X V I-a),
Ramksam, J. sixth item is a sum of Rs. 1,100 due wholly by 

Narayanaswami on a mortgage bond executed by him 
on 1st November 1913 (Exhibit X IV ). The tenth item 
is a sum of Rs. 2,675 due wholly by Narayanaswami in 
respect of Exhibit A. It is unnecessary to refer to the 
other items. The plaintiffs now claim that Natarajuiu’s 

, share of the properties also is liable to their debt, first, 
on thfe ground that after the d.eath of Natarajulu in 
1919, these properties survived to Narayanaswami and 
the mortgage, Exhibit A, is at least now binding on 
the whole of the properties and secondly on the ground 
that Natarajulu having undertaken to pay off Narayana
swami’s debts by the sale deed, Exhibit C (2), it has 
become a personal obhgation and he is liable to pay off 
the debt due to the plaintiffs out of the properties of 
the family and not merely Narayanaswami’s properties. 
This is the first point argued in appeal, the point having 
been decided by the Subordinate Judge against the 
plaintiffs. The second point argued by tlie appellants 
is that certain alienees from Natarajulu or his mother, 
the second defendant, are not entitled to priority over 
the plaintiffs’ mortgage on account of their having paid 
off certain mortgages of the first defendant earlier in 
date than the plaintiffs’ mortgage. The last point 
argued in appeal .relates to the rate of interest. The 
second defendant, the mother of the two brothers, 
claims to be interested in Natarajulu’s half share of the 
properties not sold to the alienees.

Taking up the first point, one subordinate question 
that arises is whether after the sale deed, Exhibit 0  (2), 
the two brothers should be considered as divided or
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still iiiidivided. Mr. Varadacliariyai', the learned Adro- Lakshmi. Aohi
cate for tBe appellaDts, relied on certain obseryations

t N*arâana*«
of Bhashtam Ayyangab, J., in Aiyyagari Venhatarmnayya sami 
V .  Aiyyagan Bamayya{\). The alienation in that oase 
was by a member of a joint family in favour of a 
stranger and the point referred to the Full Bench 
was what fraction of the family property passed to 
the alienee by the sale deed. The observation relied 
on is at page 717. I do not think this observation 
helps the appellants. If a member of an undivided 
family sells the whole of his share in some of the 
family properties or part of his share in such proper
ties but not in other properties, it may be that he 
continues undivided with the other members in respect 
of the properties other than those in which the • whole 
or part of his share has been transferred and this is all 
that the observation at page 717 amounts to. It almost 
implies that so far as the properties in which the whole 
or part of the members’ share is sold are concerned, he 
must be regarded as divided from the other members.
But where the sale is not to a stranger but to the 
remaining members of the family the matter becomes 
much stronger. The observations at page 268 of 
Maharaja of Bohhili v. Fenlcataramanjulu Naidu{2) 
do not go beyond what I have stated above and even if 
there are any observations in those two cases in favour 
of the appellants, their value must be discounted on the 
ground that these observations were made long before 
the decision of the Privy Council in Girja Bai v. Sada- 
shiv Dhundiraj(3). In the present ’ case, a careful 
examination of the terras of the compromise and the 
provision therein that certain items should go to the 
heirs of Narayanaswami, and the terms of the sale deed,

(1) (1902) 25 Mad., 690.' (2) (1914) I.L.R., 39 Mad.^GS.
(8) (1916) 43 Oalc,, 1031.
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laksiimi Exhibit G-2, sliowina: tliat some debts were taken asAohi
'o. binding on both the brotners and others on Narayana-

sAMs swami alone— all show the iinmistakablo intention that
— 1 the brothers should thereafter be separate- So early as 

rambsam, J. Trimbak Jendullcar y> Savitribai(\), such a
conclusion was reached. We are of opinion that the 
finding of the Subordinate Judge on the second issue is 
unsustainable. On the facts of this case, the presump
tion of jointness is overwhelmingly rebutted. There
fore, there is no survivorship of the properties of 
Natarajulu to the first defendant.

It is next suggested that the effect of Exhibit 0-2  
is to make Natarajulu liable to pay the plaintiffs’ debt 
out of the whole of the properties. In the first place,
the sale deed is only of Narayanaswarai’s share of the
properties. They are transferred to iNatai’ajulu in 
consideration of his paying off Narayanaswami’s debts. 
The only effect of the covenants in the sale deed is that 
Natarajulu is liable as between himself and the vondor to 
pay off all the debts of the vendor out of all the properties 
which were the subject of the sale, that is, Narayana- 
swami’s share of the properties, and personally out of 
other properties of his own ; but such a covenant cannot 
be taken advantage of by the creditors who are no 
parties to the sale deed and bo far as creditors like the 
plaintiffs are concerned, their remedies are confined to 
the rights under their documents. The plaintiffs’ rights 
are to sell the mortgaged properties under Exhibit A.

■ It may be that if, by non-payment of plaintiffs’ debt by 
Natarajulu, Narayanaswami was put to trouble of some 
kind, he can sue Natarajulu for damages b j reason of 
the breach of the covenant ; but apart from this, we 
cannot see hovv creditors like the plaintiffs can take

(1) (1878) I.L .R ., 3 Bom., 54,
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advantage of the covenant. Nor can we read anything Lakshmi 
in the terms of the sale deed to show an undertaking 
by Natarajulu that he will pay off all the vendor’s debts 
out of the whole of the family properties. On the other 
hand, portions of the sal© deed imply that some of the %mebam, j. 
debts are not binding on Natarajulu at all and he is in 
no way liable for them and, in the case of other debts, 
he is liable only to the extent of his half share. It is 
impossible to spell out of these terms an undertaking of 
Natarajulu in respect of his own share of the properties 
for Narayanaswami’ s share of the debts enuring to the 
benefit of creditors. The analogy of universal donee is 
invoked by the learned Advocate for the appellants, but 
we are not able to say that this analogy helps him. We 
are, therefore, of opinion that the plaintiffs can recover 
their debts only out of the half share of Narayanaswami 
in the mortgaged properties.

The next question that arises ig whether certain of 
the alienees are entitled to priority over tbe plaintiffs’ 
mortgage. The following table shows the parties 
claiming such priority over the plaintiffs, the items in 
the plaintiffs’ mortgage in respect of which the priority 
is claimed, the debts by reason of the payment of which 
such priority is claimed and the last column shows 
the amount to the extent to which the priority is 
claimed:—

Persons claiming 
priority.

Items in respect 
of wliich 1 riority 

is claimed.
Prior debts 

paid.

Amount to tbe 
extent to which 

priority is 
claimed,

(1) (2) (S') (4)

RS. A. P.
Foxirbli defendant Numbers 1  and 

2.
Number 15 .. 

Nnmbprs 8 anri

Exhibit V 4,500 0 0

Fifth and sixth defend
ants.

Fifteenth defendant ..

Exhibits XVI 
and XVI (a). 

Exhibit XrV

3,90Q 0 0 \ 

0 0



Mr. Varadacliariyar, the learned Advocate for the 
NARATfANA arguod first that as Exhibit 0-2 provides for

ŝAMi the pajment of Narayanaswami’s debts by Natarajulii,
—” he can himself claim no priority if he pays some of these

« ' debts and does not pay others, and that being Bo, persons
claiming through him can claim no such priority; and 
secondly, that in the sale deeds of Nataraiulu in favour 
of the various alienees, they were asked to pay the prior 
mortgages and therefore they cannot claim any priority. 
Nov  ̂ it is clear that where a mortgagor sells his
property to a vendee requiring the vendee to pay off 
two or. three prior debts of the mortgagor and if the 
vendee pays off only one of them, he cannot claim 
priority in respect of it over the others, though 
he may claim such priority in respect of some
other debts the payment of which by him was not 
contemplated. This proposition was decided in Govinda- 
sami Tevan v. Domisami Pillai{l) and both branches 
of the above statement are illustrated by the decision in 
Mar 8hyam Ghowdhuri v, Shyam Lai Sahu(2). In the 
latter case, it was held that the vendee could claim 
priority in respect of the debt X  and not in respect of 
the debts Y or Z. This proposition is conceded by the 
respqndents. The question, however, arises how far 
this disability of the vendee applies to transferees from 
him. In Bisseswar Frosad v. Lola Sarnam Si7igJi{Z), it 
was held that the transferee also cannot claim sucli 
priority— vide the observations at page 139 of 6 O.L.J., 
134, beginning with

In our opinioiij they do not  ̂because they had oonstruotivej 
if iiot̂  actual notice of the debt due to Miinirarn and of the 
circumstance that Prayag Lall had assumed payment of it . .
. They are, consequently, not entitled to he enbrogated to the
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NilKER, 
Jl AMES AM, J.

rights of the mortgagee of tlie 28th May 1889, whose debt they
satisfied/^

In the present case, a perusal of FJxliibit 0 (2) 
shows the position undertaken by ISTatarajulu, and all 
his vendees most be taken to have actual or constructive 
notice of Exhibit C (2); that is the title deed of their 
vendor and they cannot preteud ignorance of its contents. 
No case has been cited to support the contention of the 
respondents that the transferees stand in a better posi
tion than the transferor. There is no analogy between 
the relative positions of such transferor and transferee 
and the relative position of the mortgagor and his first 
transferee who would be transferor as against a second 
transferee. The relative rights I)C3tween the two sets of 
pa.rties are entirely different. The effect of the sal© 
deed, Exbibit 0  (2), is to calculate all the debts of 
l^arayanaswami up to a particular date and to make 
them stand on the same footing as on that date. The 
description of tlie various items of consideration show 
that all the debts were calculated irp to the 5th October 
1914 and the total amount of consideration. Its. 35,000, 
was made up as on tliat date, and neither in the hands 
of Natarajulu nor in the hands of transferees from him 
can there be any priority between these various debts, 
whatever their original dates might have been. It is 
unneces>sary to deal vvith the larger contention of Mr. 
Varadachari that wherever there is a covenant by the 
vendee to pay off a prior debt of the mortgagor, there 
can be no priority in respect of it. The authorities 
relied on by Mr, Eajah Ayyar, for Bxample, Satnarain 
Jewari v. Glwwdhuri Shiohatan 8ingh{l) and Ohidamharci 
Naclan v. Muni NagendraijyanC^), show that no such 
broad proposition can be insisted on and it is safer 
to rest the decision in each particular case on the

(1) (1911) 14 dOO, (2) (1020) 12 LW ,, 3Q3,
■ 16.
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U a m e s a m , J.

Ljusiiiii partioulai’ intention in that cage derived from the facts
V, and not upon a n y  general formula of that kind. But so 

far as transferees from tlie first transferee are coiicerned, 
there can b© no question of their intention, for they 
stand in no better position than their transferor and it 
is unnecessarj to examine their intention. After all, 
the rights conferred upon transferees who pay o'ff prior 
mortgages for nsing suoli prior mortgages as a shield 
are the result of an equitable doctrine in spite of the 
fact that the mortgages are extinguished, and where a 
transferor by reason of his covenants and the transferee 
by reason of a notice of the transferor’s covenants show 
a different intention, there is no scope for the appli
cation of such an equitable doctrine. The decisions in 
Kasim Moideen Rowther v. Annamalai Thevan{ I), and in 
Thorne v. Cann{2), do not help the respondents. I 
therefore hold that the respondents mentioned in the 
above table cannot claim priority over the plaintiffs’ 
debt in respect of the half share of Narayanaswami’s 
debt under Exhibit V and the other debts of Narayan^- 
Bwami and the other bonds mentioned in the table.

The other point which arises in the case is the 
question of interest. There is no dispute about this. 
The plaintiffs are entitled to the contract rate tip to the 
date mentioned in the decree for payment, namely, the 
10th April 1924. The Subordinate Judge allowed it up 
to the date of the decree and thereafter at 3 per cent 
per annum. The appellants will be allowed interest at 
the contract rate up to 10th April 1924, and on the 
consolidated amount from that date at 6 per cent up to 
date of payment.

The decree will be modified according to the second 
and third of the above findings.
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E amesam, J.

The appellauts will pay, the coBts of the second 
defendant, G-ovindammal The appellants will be

JN AI fCKK.
entitled to proportionate costs on the amounts in respect 
of which there is a dispute as to priority from the fifth 
and sixth (in whose place the fourth defendant has 
stepped in pending appeal) and from the fifteenth defend
ant respeotively but as to 4th defendant and Exhibit Vj 
the appellants will be entitled to half the costs.

. Jackson, J .— I agree.
The question of the alienees’ priority appears to me 

to be simply one of fact.
They knew that their vendor had undertaken, to pay 

off the mortgages, and they knew that their own sales 
were effected in pursuance of that undertaking. There 
is no ground for presuming that with that knowledge 
they ever intended to keep alive the mortgages which 
they paid up ; and I should find, as a matter of fact, 
that the idea never crossed their minds. Xo doubt, 
as observed in Gohaldas Gapaldas v. Pur an Mai Prem  
SuJchdas (1), it may ordinarily be presumed that a man 
having a right to act in either of two ways has acted 
according to his interest. But that presumption of fact 
is rebuttable as shown in Grovindasmni Tevan v. 
Domisami Pillai{^). If the party who pays off the 
mortgage suffers by the presumption not being in his 
favour, he has only himself to thank for not committing 
his intention to paper. Although the intention to 
keep a mortgage alive need not be formally expressed 
in India, nevertheless such formal expression by way 
of deed would save parties considerable confusion, 
litigation and expense.

2f.R.
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(1) (1884) I.L.R., 10 Calc,, 1035. (2) (1910) I.L.R., 84 110.
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